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The report by Lodders and Cameron [1] showed
that the abundances of extinct radioactivities (relative
to reference nuclei) in chondrites, achondrites, and
irons are proportional to the squares of their mean
lives, whereas no such abundance-mean life relation-
ship is apparent for the data of calcium-aluminum rich
inclusions (CAIs). Here these results are interpreted
in terms of galactic and solar nebula processes. One
of the implications of the abundance-mean life rela-
tionship is that chondrites, achondrites and irons sam-
pled extinct radioactivities which had accumulated in
a common reservoir, the solar nebula, while extinct ra-
dioactivities in CAIs did not share this history. We
identify the production source for most of these ra-
dioactivities to be a variety of core-collapse supernovae.

In [1] we showed that there is a significant relationship
between the mean lives of extinct radioactivities in chon-
drites, achondrites and iron meteorites and the abundances
of those radioactivities (relative to a reference nuclide).
In these meteorites, the ratios of extinct radioactive abun-
dances compared to the total accumulated amount in the
source environment of the meteoritic components are pro-
portional to the square of the mean lives of the radioactive
nuclides. However, the data from CAIs do not follow a
regular trend, but notably these data plot above or close to
the line established by chondrites, achondrites, and irons.
Here we interpret these findings.

A straight relationship between abundances of extinct
radioactivities and their mean lives means that these ra-
dioactivities originated from a common reservoir, the in-
terstellar medium (ISM), and that they were isolated from
the rest of the ISM at some point in the past, which is
when the solar nebula formed. If the extinct radioactive
abundances had accumulated into the solar nebula gas at
constant rates they would have become proportional to the
first power of the mean lives, a relationship often assumed
for this as a galactic process. Thus to find that they are pro-
portional to the second power of the mean lives indicates
that a major new process was involved. This relationship
can be obtained if the injection of radioactive material into
the gas that will form the solar nebula starts and then in-
creases in injection rate in proportion to the elapsed time
since the beginning of the accumulation. Since the ob-
served relation includes the abundance of 146Sm (mean
life 1.49 × 108 years), which is very long compared to
the lifetime of the solar nebula, one must conclude that a
galactic process is involved, with the radioactive accumu-
lation beginning much earlier than that mean life prior to
formation of the solar system.

This relation is derived as follows. Assume that the
abundanceN of a particular species increases proportional

to the time t for a total time T with a proportionality con-
stant a. Let this go on for the time T , with the species
decaying with a mean life τ . The total amount of a species
injected is given by

Ntot =

∫ T

0

atdt = aT 2/2

The amount of the radioactive species surviving at the
end of the period T is

N =

∫ T

0

ate−t/τdt = aτ2(1− (T/τ − 1)e−T/τ )

If T � τ , then N ≈ aτ2. Hence

N/Ntot ≈ 2τ2/T 2

One cannot directly know the total amount of radioac-
tive material injected, so it is necessary to compare the
surviving abundance to the abundance of a reference iso-
tope of the same element that acts as a proxy for the total
production of the radioactivity. Thus the reference isotope
must be made in the same source(s) as the radioactive one,
and be carried together with the radioactive one in small
particles within the ISM, and the radioactive decay prod-
uct must be lost from the small particles (by recoil, evap-
oration, or other means). It would also be helpful if the
reference isotope had the same nucleosynthetic history as
the radioactivity, but usually things cannot be that sim-
ple. If the particles carrying the radioactive isotope and
its reference isotope are so big that the radioactive decay
products cannot be lost while in the ISM, then the above
derivation would not be applicable. However, the decay
products must be retained once the particles are in the so-
lar nebula by incorporation into larger bodies (meteorites).

Our galaxy has spiral arms where the majority of mo-
lecular clouds are formed and star formation takes place.
The spiral arms (there are two principal ones) are actu-
ally density waves that propagate through the interstellar
medium and run ahead of the orbital motion of the stars
and gas in the galactic disk (they are driven by the rotation
of bars formed of stars at the center of our galaxy). In our
vicinity the spiral pattern moves relative to the mean or-
bital motion of stars and gas at 59± 5± 10 km/sec, where
the first error is probable error and the second one is possi-
ble systematic error [2]. In the spiral arms stellar OB As-
sociations are formed at relatively close intervals, and in
such an Association supernova activity starts at an age of
3×106 years and ends at an age of 3×107 years [3]. Thus
the scenario reconstructed from these various facts would
start with the local spiral arm propagating through the in-
terstellar medium and crossing the galactic solar radius at
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a small angle and approaching the position of the solar
system-to-be. A series of OB Associations produce super-
nova explosions whose ejecta propagate into the interstel-
lar gas and slow down by colliding with and merging with
the interstellar gas. Somewhat later, after the spiral arm
has moved closer to the position of the solar system-to-be,
an new OB Association forms, and its supernova ejecta in
turn mix with and dilute the gas and drive it further to-
ward the position of the solar system-to-be. Thus once the
spiral arm arrives at the position of the solar system-to-
be, the local medium is loaded with highly diluted debris
from the oldest supernovas and slightly diluted gas from
the most recent ones. This approximates the relation that
the abundance of the injected material increased in pro-
portion to the elapsed time since the prior time when the
oldest material from the current passage of the arm was
ejected from a relatively distant supernova.

When the solar nebula is formed from the interstellar
medium, whether its collapse is triggered or not, the col-
lapse (due to instabilities associated with ionization of hy-
drogen and helium) can be expected to induce turbulence
in the newly formed nebula. This will allow the small par-
ticles embedded in the gas to collide gently and thus accu-
mulate into "dustballs". However, like all large disks, the
solar nebula will be unstable via the Rossby wave insta-
bility mechanism [4] to the formation of very large-scale
elliptical vortices (typically three to five spread around an
orbital circle). Trailing from the ends of the long axes of
the ellipses will be strong shock waves. When dust balls
pass through such shock waves they will be melted (or at
least sintered) into solid objects (chondrules). This shock
melting process has recently been analyzed in detail by
Desch and Connolly [5]. The chondrites and achondrites
formed from these components will then start accumulat-
ing the products of any further decays of their now-extinct
radioactivities.

Now consider the other data on the abundance-mean
life diagram, which are mostly obtained from measure-
ments on CAIs. All the points on this diagram can only
move vertically, since their mean lives are fixed. It is very
significant that all of the CAI points lie above the square-
law relationship on the diagram. This implies that, unlike
the points associated with the abundance-mean life rela-
tion, their radioactive decay products were retained from
a time prior to formation of the solar nebula, and therefore
that while in the ISM they were in particles too large to
allow the escape of the decay products.

Theoretical studies of stellar evolution show that all
of the principal mechanisms of nucleosynthesis occur in
stars in the mass range 9 M� to> 100 M�, which undergo
supernova explosions and give the major contributions to
element formation. Some of these mechanisms of nucle-
osynthesis also occur in lower mass stars (on longer time
scales), but the major difference is that the supernova stars
produce an excess of 16O and the lower mass stars have

a counterbalancing deficit of this nuclide. In addition all
extinct radioactivities considered here (including 7Be and
10Be, see [6]) are expected nucleosynthesis products from
such supernovas. We therefore consider the core-collapse
supernovas as potential sources of the CAIs.

First, are the chemical compositions of the CAIs con-
sistent with this supernova origin? The CAI composition
is broadly consistent with condensation from a solar com-
position gas but this is not proof that they condensed in the
solar nebula and not in a solar composition gas elsewhere.
The earlier than expected detection of gamma rays from
Supernova 1987A indicated that mixing had occurred, and
recent theoretical studies show that there are two major
driving mechanisms for mixing: (1), in the core collapse
phase intense neutrino heating produces vigorously ex-
panding and rising bubbles [7], and (2), the supernova
shock wave has a high density ridge travelling immedi-
ately behind it that causes vigorous Rayleigh-Taylor fin-
gers to shoot forward at major composition discontinuities
(shell edges) [8]. The net result of the second mecha-
nism is that the interior becomes quite thoroughly mixed
except for an admixture of helium that increases toward
the surface (this will not affect the condensation process)
[8]. As a consequence the supernova envelope should have
approximately solar composition. If so, it can be shown
that the condensation sequence remains the same from the
∼ 10−5 bars of the solar nebula down to ∼ 10−12 bars,
which covers the total pressure expected for supernova en-
velopes at condensation conditions. Then the fact that the
supernova envelope condensation sequence is the same as
that traditionally computed for the solar nebula indicates
that the 16O excesses would be the principal markers of
supernova envelope condensation origin.

Many of the data from CAIs above the square-law re-
lationship represent radioactivities with mean lives long
compared to the lifetime of the solar nebula and to the
samples on the square-law relationship. Therefore these
CAI must have formed long before formation of the so-
lar nebula, and many supernovas must have been involved
(probably in a series of OB Associations). The applicabil-
ity of the square-law relationship to the shorter half lives
suggests that the solar nebula formed near one of these
OB Associations, and because of that a triggered collapse
of a molecular cloud core seems likely but is by no means
required.
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